Cats International
Comparing Tigers and Our Cats

Similar In Many Ways - Difference in Size
Territorial - Marking - Scratching - Eating - Sleeping - Jumping - Playing

LEARNING THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE TIGER & CAT
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Really how similar are they??
What do you think? They are
identical except for the size. Not
only in appearance, but also in the
way they think, move, eat, sleep
and play.

Let’s STOP, THINK and COMPARE the natural instincts the wild Tigers have living in
their natural habitats to our domesticated tiger in our Cats who live in our homes
today. Our house Cats are a smaller version with the same instincts, house Cats make
do with what is given to them by us to stimulate and emulate their ancestors. They
both have the same natural instincts, they just come in a smaller compact package.
They really aren’t all that different if we look to see what it is they need and must
have to survive in an already existing environment we call our family home. We must
allow our little house Tigers to experience the same needs their ancestors
instinctually have displayed in the wild to exist for years. Tigers in the wild will
choose necessary things to scratch, eat, sleep and eliminate, allowing them the
freedom to be a Tiger. We must let our little house Tiger be just that a Tiger in a
smaller package. A Tiger in a Cat suit.
Only NOW, we know what it is they need to make them happy. A happy Cat is a well
adjusted Cat who will become a great companion. We must let our house Cats be
exactly what they are a CAT. They must Climb, hunt, hide and ambush things. These
behaviors are normally conceived as a Cat misbehaving, nothing could be further from
the truth. They are simply displaying their “catness" behaviors. We need to nurture
them and provide the things they need to be exactly who and what they are CATS!
Learn to adore your cats individual personality, let them be who they meant to be.
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Let’s learn why Cats need to Scratch:
Tigers scratch to scent mark their territory, not to sharpen their claws. In the wild,
they choose one prominent tree, reach as high as they can, and drag their claws down
the trunk. This leaves visible grooves, but it also leaves a scent from their footpads.
Big cats in the wild have a natural instinct to do a full body stretch scratching on
trees. This behavior is to stretch all body muscles and allows them to remove the
sheath of their growing nail to keep them healthy and trimmed. It also serves as a
way for them to leave their scent behind for others to know who was their last.
Your house tiger has the exact
same instinct. Just on a smaller
scale, not a tree but a post.
Some cats like to scratch
horizontally or vertically. It is
very important to have them to
scratch in an appropriate place.
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It is up to you to provide this for them.
When your Cat rubs up against you or objects in
your home, they are marking with their scent and
claiming these things as theirs. Occasionally they
must remark the same areas to freshen up the
scent. That’s why it is vital to have a good
scratching post to make it their target spot. This
is a natural instinct both our little Tiger and the
wild Tiger have.

The all important head bump. Weather
our cats do it to each other or to us,
it's a sign of love, peace and happiness.

Our House CAT is closer to a wild TIGER than most other companion animals in our
home - unchanged by domestication, the CAT’S behavior is driven by it’s instincts for
survival:
Highly territorial.
Patrols and marks territory on a strict schedule.
Sleeping, eating, and elimination behaviors match those of the wild Tigers.
They love to perch in high places from which they can safely view their
territory.
Keen senses of hearing, sight (motion), smell and touch designed for
survival.
Extremely intelligent—curious, observant, able to apply learned behaviors
to new situations, long memory retention.
Very athletic.
Grace full with every move of a paw.
Both Tiger and house Cat have 30 teeth.
Tigers can live up to 30 yrs. The oldest house Cat lived to be 38 years old.
Tiger claws are on average 2-3” long.
A tigers stripes are individual, no two tigers are the same.
Tigers can weigh as much as 660 lb.
Our Cats weigh varies from males 9-14 lb. females 6-10 lb.
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Cats are territorial animals. In the wild, a Tiger establishes an area where
it sleeps and eats--its home base--and where it hunts and mates--its home
range. The territory radiates from the home base and its size generally
relates to the availability of food. If food is plentiful, it does not need a
large home range, but if food is scarce, it does. The cat's territory consists
of a network of paths that are patrolled regularly on a fairly fixed
schedule. Cats mark their territory by:
Scratching (leaving visual as well as a scent marks)
Spraying
Urine or feces deposits
Rubbing or scratching
The spraying, urine and feces marking provides other cats with information about the
individual cat (like, sex, age, health) as well as when he was last there. Marking posts
are read like a newspaper and read frequently. The marking behavior doesn't

repel others, but it does result in time sharing of the territory.

Of all domestic animals, Cats are closest to their wild relatives; sharing traits with
almost all members of the feline family including their prehistoric
ancestors (like the saber toothed cat)
They both express the same intense look. Either focused onto prey, another animal to
stalk or just checking their surroundings for safety.
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The eye of the Tigers:

Unlike our
domesticated Cats,
the big Cats have only
hazel or copper eyes.
House cats have
various colors from
blue, hazel to gold.
Domestic Cats have
slit pupils and big
Cats have round
pupils.

Blinking is a very powerful communication as a reassurance signal and is commonly
used between cats when they are sitting or lying or being approached by other cats. It
is a very important signal between them, it will reassure the fact that they are not a
threat to each other, everything is ok.
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Unlike our small domestic Cats that purr with both inward and outward breaths (with
their mouths firmly shut), their large cousins—the Tigers, can only sputter out a
friendly "one-way purr" with open mouth, when greeting friends. However, the big
Cats have a feature that compensates for their inability to purr like our Cat--they can
ROAR! (Something our miniature house-bound Tigers would undoubtedly love to do.)

Meow!

ROAR!

The wild counterpart of the domestic Cat has a large territory, with males patrolling
about 150 acres and females, about 15 acres.
In the wild Cats take great care to prevent chance encounters with other Cats through
scent-marking behaviors. By them "reading" the marked areas, the Cats can tell who
was there last and at what time. The territory can then be used by different cats at
different times of the day--their version of time-sharing. This tells the Tigers that
others are around and all must share the territory equally to not have that chance
encounter. The more aggressive Tiger would definitely prevail.
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Tiger paw:
Let’s look at the house Cats paw and compare it to the Tiger paw. Not much difference
in appearance except the size. Same number of pads and the retractable nails. They
use their paws for the same things, scratching, pawing and climbing. Same number of
pads, basically the same shape and the function and use is identical.
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Now we will look at the climbing importance:
Tigers in the wild climb High Mountains, trees and large hills for several reasons.
Climbing helps to exercise all the muscles in the big Cats body. They also use their
nails to grip and aid their strong body to climb high. The higher they climb the more
secure they feel, against any attack’s or harm. They can look down and see what’s
going on in their world. A Tiger sleeping away the afternoon in the branch of a tree
can rest there and will awaken quickly if there is any disturbance from below.
Our Cats need to climb and be up high also to make them feel secure in their
surroundings.
Imagine yourself in the upper corner of a room, watching everything going on with a
bird's-eye view. There are no threats from above you, and you can see all that's
happening below you. You can relax. This is what a cat's instinct tells them to do.
Your house Tiger will also love to climb to exercise their
body. Being on the floor makes your cat feel vulnerable
to any danger or things that can frighten them.
Climbing to the top of things gives them that same
secure feeling as the Tiger.
Even sitting on top of they're scratching post will give
them a good overall view. They have a much smaller
world to worry about, but the danger is all the same.
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Your Cat eats like a Tiger:
The Tigers have to hunt and prepare to catch their meals, stalking and pouncing.
Our little Tigers can display the same actions when using the Tiger Dinners.

They can simulate
the hunting
instinct by
putting their
paws through
the holes to
capture their
food. It's a
rewarding
feeling for them
to catch their
meal, it builds
up their
confidence.
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The Fresh Smell of grass to stimulate an appetite:
Our Tigers and Cats alike crave and need fiber in their diets to aid in digestion. The
Kitty Garden has four different grains for your cat to munch on. Oats - Wheat - Barley Rye. It is a natural instinct to eat grasses to supplement their diets, it will aid in
cleansing their system and make them feel better.

Our house Tigers crave the same
things the wild Cats do, just in a
much smaller quantity.
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Tigers Drinking:
Tigers in the wild have a wide variety of different
ways to drink water. They can get water from clear
flowing streams, from a water fall or trickling down
rocks into a pool.

Our
Cats enjoy
hearing
water making the
trickling sound or
flowing water. They hear the noise of a fountain and it encourages them to drink
more water each day. Drinking plenty of clean water daily helps to keep the Cats
body hydrated
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Sleeping & napping:
When seeing wild Tigers laying and sleeping together they
will cuddle and wrap their legs around each other, rest their
heads and make the same motions and positions that our
house babies do. Cats enjoy each others company for warmth and the secure
feeling it gives them.
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Stretching:
Not any difference in the position that the Tiger and our House Cat show. This
stretch will allow the cat to exercise all the muscles in their back, legs and
even around their jaw from a big yawn.

OHHH - IT FEELS SOOO GOOD!
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Moms and their babies:
Well what can I say, except but AWWWW! A couple big things our Cats can do
that Tigers can't is all of the different color variations and coat lengths their
babies can have. Nothing is more precious than a Mom and her babies!
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Whats sweeter than seeing babies napping?

Our Tigers and house Cats share the same natural instincts. They display the
same instinctual behaviors, just in a slightly different way.
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Playing:
When Tigers cubs play they will wrestle, bite and paw at each other.
Our Cats will display the exact same behavior. The adults of both play as well.Just not
a whole lot of difference, our little Tigers have all the same mannerisms.
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Basically we can take the Tiger out of
the jungle, but we can’t take the Tiger
out of the Cat no matter what size.
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There are some differences:
The domestic Cat is the only feline that can hold its tail in a vertical position while
walking, wild Cats can only hold the tail horizontally or tucked between their legs.
Domestic Cats have slit pupils and Tigers have round pupils.
Unlike domestics, the big Cats have only hazel or copper eyes.

Tigers LOVE water, however there are some domestic Cats that enjoy water, but
are far and few in between, and not to the extent of the Tiger.
They enjoy bathing and often play in the water.
Tigers are fantastic swimmers and often cool off in lakes and streams during the
heat of the day.
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